Welcome to the

Thanks to all who had a go. Well done for getting so many clues correct!

Here are the answers:
1.

I went to Church a long ‘time’ ago. I then moved to the Old Chapel, but now I’m at school. What am I? …Clock

2.

How many chimney stacks warm the school? …… 8

3.

Who has a Happy Hound? ……Hayley

4.

Who are blamed for the deaths of thousands of amphibians? ……. Gold fish

5.

What did Debden and Debden Green win in 2013?
Village of The year Runner UP

6.

How many names from the Great War liveth for ever more? ….. 26

7.

Climb up high and count my leaves – how many? …… 14

8.

A word for people who make cloth …………Weavers

9.

A maritime city and birthplace of Francis Drake is mentioned where I sit. ……Pymouth

10.

There’s no longer wind in my sails, but what colour is my cap? ………Green

11.

What’s spinning round very fast in the distance? ………Radar Tower at Debden Airfield

12.

What famous queen am I named after? …… Victoria

13.

Who lives next door to Roger? ……… Shirley

14.

I might go on…… Safari …..to see the Big Five!

15.

What, and how many have flown the nest? ……Butterflies – 2

16.

I’m pink and orange but I don’t Moo…ve – what am I?....... Cow

17.

Count the logs on the grass verg ……… 7

18.

Count the flowers on the black iron gate ……. 6

19.

‘Look Out’ who’s about? …… Dog

20.

How much are fresh eggs? ……… £1.20

21.

What year ‘sits’ between two roses? ……… 2000

22.

I used to be drawn by heavy horses, what colour am I?........ Red

23.

What trees are high? ……… Oaks

24.

Count the bridges over the ditch ……… 14

25.

What’s being played at no 14? ………Piano

26.

Where can you find post box number CB11 45D? …. Smith’s Green

27.

Where can you go for coffee at 10.30 on a Wednesday? …. Pentecostal Church

28.

On which house can you see two of our smallest birds? ………Wrens

29.

Who lives next door to Alice? …………Baker

30.

It’s not a ship in a bottle but a ship in a window. Where? …… 3 Deyneside

31.

Clark Kent once got changed in one. What am I?...........Telephone Box

32.

Count the chestnut trees at Highfields ……… 7

33.

I’m also called: Ursa Major, the Saucepan or the Big Dipper, but what is my name here? ….The Plough

34.

What’s missing from the window at the Old Chapel? ………The clock

35.

When was this house Pleasant? ….1908

36.

There’s an old saying “Let sleeping dogs lie”, but who’s lying at Rhubarb Cottage? ....Dragon

37.

How many birds sit on the old ship? …… 3

38.

What limb carries a dagger? …………Arm

39.

I’m named after the village magazine, what am I? ………Parish Pump

40.

When was Yuva built? ………1901

41.

Which Century does Debden Church date back to?……. 13th

42.

Where does a cockerel tell you the wind direction? …… Hill House

43.

How many red flowers on the church gates? … 2

44. What’s missing from the blank circle under the wooden tower? … Clock
45.

Which compass direction is missing? ………North

46.

Recently built but what two trees are they named after? … Sycamore and Oak

Did you spot that the answers to 34 and 44 were given in question 1?
The clock was originally made for the Church and some of the workings date back to the 1700’s. The
original stone spire collapsed and was replaced by a wooden steeple in 1786. This combined with
replacement of the church roof in years there-after, may be why the clock was moved to the Old
Chapel, which is now a house, so the clock is now housed at the school.

